Meet the all-new Pixel 4

Pixel 4
5.6” FHD+ OLED

Pixel 4 XL
6.0” FHD+ OLED

The most helpful phone for work

Pixel 4 is a phone made the Google way - with the best of technology, software, innovation and value which means a phone with helpfulness at its core.
Security by design
With the latest innovations in security, you can focus on the work that matters.

Titan M™
Our enterprise-grade security chip is tamper resistant, so you can be sure that any sensitive work or data on your phone is safe.

OS and security updates
With Pixel 4, your apps and OS are updated with the latest OS and security updates for at least 3 years.

Google Security Services
Safe Browsing ensures employees browse securely, and Google Play Protect scans apps to keep data and the device secure.

Face unlock
Pixel 4 uses machine learning to learn your facial features, so you can quickly and securely unlock or make payments at a glance.

Seamless management
Intuitive enterprise management makes set up easy and ongoing management a breeze.

Zero-touch enrollment
Deploy devices in bulk without manually setting up and configuring each one. Just open the box and you’re ready to go.

Work profiles
With OS level separation, you can ensure that users’ corporate data never interacts with their personal applications.

Management APIs
A wide range of management APIs makes it easy to enforce policies and customize Pixel 4 for your business.

Managed Google Play
Keep an eye on what apps can be installed on corporate devices - it allows you to select, purchase, and manage apps for your organization.

Android Enterprise Recommended
As part of the Android Enterprise Recommended program, Pixel 4 is verified by Google based on performance, consistency, and security updates.

Unparalleled helpfulness
Pixel 4 is a phone made the Google way - with helpfulness at its core.

Android 10 with Pixel enhancements
Give your employees a phone with everything they need and nothing they don’t. There’s no unnecessary software on Pixel 4 to slow you down.

Spam calls solved*
Don’t let calls from unknown numbers derail your workday. Pixel 4 will only ring for calls that are genuine.

The New Google Assistant
With improved on-device speech recognition, the new Google Assistant can operate your phone faster than your hands to help you do more.

Maximum productivity
Pixel 4 has all your favorites like Gmail, Docs, and Hangouts built in. Plus, it supports third party apps like Microsoft Office and Slack.

* Approximate battery life based on a mix of talk, data, standby, mobile hot spot and use of other features, with Motion Sense off and always on display off. Use of Motion Sense, an active display or data usage will decrease battery life. Pixel 4 and 4 XL testing conducted in Mountain View, California in August 2019 on pre-production hardware and software. Actual results may vary.

* US and Canada only. English only.

* Charging rates are based upon use of the included charger. Actual results may vary.